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Concur Detect by AppZen  

Section 1:  About This Guide 

The intended audience for this document is any SAP Concur prospect or client who is 
evaluating the use of Concur Detect by AppZen. Any client considering the service 
should already be live on Concur Expense before a project is assigned to an SAP 
Concur resource to begin the work. It is critical that clients already understand the 
report workflow process and existing workflows are well established before clients 
are onboarded with Detect.  

NOTE: Though the official name of the service is Concur Detect by AppZen, in this 
guide, it may also be referred to as Detect. 

Section 2:  Overview 

What is Concur Detect by AppZen? 

Concur Detect is an extended service component that can be purchased by a 
customer for use with the Expense or Travel & Expense Service Type(s) for an 

additional fee. Detect includes services delivered by SAP Concur’s third-party 
provider, AppZen, Inc. 

Concur Detect automates the analysis, based on the customer’s policy, of an 

expense report submitted into Concur Expense. Using machine learning powered by 
AppZen, Detect assigns a risk rating of an expense report allowing the customer’s 
selected administrators to take additional action. The analysis of an expense report 
includes: 

• Detect audits 100% of a client’s expense reports 

• Receipt verification using technology to scan and analyze data from receipts 
submitted in connection with an expense report 

• Unauthorized purchase detection based on receipt data and customer policy 

• Ability to compare expense report data against information from external 
public sources (for example, web sites and social media sites) to identify 
anomalies 

• Ability to track user spend and violation patterns to detect anomalies 

• Flagging of potential violations as defined by the customer 
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How Does the App Interact with SAP Concur? 

SAP Concur uses a system workflow step that calls out to an external platform 
(AppZen) to integrate the report approval flow between the systems. Below is an 

example of how the workflow would look for a typical report, starting with the Report 
Submission status.  

NOTE: The red line shown below represents the ability to reject reports from AppZen 

and send them back to the user. 

  

Section 3:  SAP Concur Responsibilities 

SAP Concur will manage the setup of Concur Detect, which includes establishing the 
web services connection between SAP Concur and AppZen as well as the enablement 
of the client’s audit profile within the AppZen environment. As part of the 
implementation, SAP Concur will: 

• Assign an SAP Concur Implementation Project Manager to work with the 

client’s Key contact to implement Detect 

• Establish the connection between the platforms using the event notification 
feature in SAP Concur 

• Enable and test the web services connection between SAP Concur and AppZen 

• Configure Detect based on the client evaluation of AppZen “best practices”  

• Ensure expense reports are filtering through Detect and are being audited per 
client policies 

• Provision the deployment toolkit and training materials to the customer to 
assist in knowledge transfer 
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• Provide the client admin access to SAP Concur support allowing the client 

admin to submit cases to SAP Concur after the implementation has 
concluded.  

NOTE: Only the client admin has access to SAP Concur support. 

Section 4:  Customer Responsibilities 

There are specific activities that the customer will be responsible for during the 
implementation of Concur Detect. They are: 

• Designate one Key contact to manage the implementation  

• Review available training materials and documentation on Concur Detect 

NOTE: Materials are available in the deployment and training toolkits. 

• Partner with SAP Concur to review the audit profile and test that Concur 
Detect is working to their satisfaction 

• Once live, client is responsible for: 

 Ongoing configuration and changes to rule preferences within Detect 

 Auditing of reports within the Detect tool 

 Providing level-one support to their end users 

 Reporting cases to SAP Concur for issues they are unable to resolve after 
the implementation has completed 

Section 5:  The Lifecycle of Your Project 

All projects will typically follow the same implementation frame work. A typical 
implementation of Concur Detect can range from 4-8 weeks. There are factors such 
as the number of countries being enabled at the same time, the complexity of the 
client’s configuration needs, and additional testing that can lengthen the process. 

The project plan below should be referenced as a guide; however, it is not a 
definitive course of action for all client needs.  

#1: Welcome Packet 

After the client has purchased Detect and a has been project created, SAP Concur 
will create and send a welcome packet that includes: 

• Email request for a time that works for the customer to meet 

• This scoping document 

• The AppZen Auditor guide 

• The Concur Detect by AppZen Administrator Guide (which includes in-depth 
information on all applicable rules) 
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#2: Kick-off Call 

During this one-hour kick-off call, SAP Concur will provide the following information.  

• Introduction to Concur Detect by AppZen 

• Overview of the admin experience within Detect: 

 Basic navigation within the Detect UI 

 Processing reports within Detect 

• Overview of the user experience within Concur Expense 

 User experience with returned/approved reports 

 Admin experience with returned/approved reports 

• Description of expense report risk scoring and how this is achieved within 
Detect 

• Overview of SAP Concur configuration, including: 

 Event notification system step and how it is used to notify Detect that a 
report is ready for audit 

 Workflow configuration: 

• SAP Concur will configure the Detect workflow step immediately 
after report submission 

• Discuss expense report routing based on exception codes 

appended by Detect 

 Discuss exception codes within SAP Concur and the relationship of those 
codes to report risk scores within AppZen 

• Overview of Detect configuration, including: 

 Configuration of auto-approval features within Detect 

 Company hierarchies within Detect and how they are built 

 Assigned roles within Detect 

NOTE: The customer must provide SAP Concur a list of admins and 

auditors who will be evaluating Detect. 

 Overview of default Detect rules 

#3: Configuration Guide and Configuration 

Configuration Guide 

Upon the conclusion of the first session, the customer will be given a configuration 
guide containing the “best practice” base rules as defined by AppZen. Customers will 
be asked to evaluate the base rules/thresholds. If there are any changes, the 
customer should note the modifications within the configuration guide and return the 

guide (and modifications, if any) to SAP Concur within 5 business days to avoid 
delays with implementation. 
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Configuration 

The client can expect that their site will be configured and delivered to them in “read 
only” mode within 10 business days of the returned and completed configuration 

guide. 

#4: Read-Only Evaluation Period Communication 

The Implementation point-of-contact will send to the customer an email that 
describes the read-only evaluation period. This communication will include: 

• Review of the risk-based audit screen, including why the Approve and 

Reject buttons are not active 

• Reminder that the workflow is not yet configured and that expense reports 
are not yet affected in any way 

• Reminder that this read-only evaluation period will be for two weeks and 
explain the value of the workflow piece being configured at the end of the 
read-only evaluation period (machine learning, etc.) 

• Provide client avenues to communicate questions and change requests while 

in read-only evaluation period 

#5: Read-Only Evaluation Call 

During the one-hour read-only evaluation call, SAP Concur will: 

• If applicable, advise clients regarding possible rule changes within Detect 

• Provide information about Detect statistics for the previous two weeks of 

expense report data 

• Establish a date when the environment will be switched from read-only to live 
status 

NOTE: This date should not exceed more than two weeks after the conclusion 
of the call. 

Section 6:  Post-Implementation Handoff 

To ensure a seamless transition from the implementation team to Go-Live, SAP 

Concur will assign a Client Services Specialist (CSS) to each customer. The CSS will 
assist with a customer's day-to-day queries about Detect. The CSS will provide the 
customer with: 

• An introduction email within 24 hours after Go-Live that contains their contact 
details, work hours, and the escalation path 

• A monthly meeting to help the customer catch up with the customer’s 
performance in terms of risk scoring as well as relevant updates and release 

notes 
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Post-implementation support typically includes discussion and changes to Detect 
audit guidelines, Concur Expense settings (for example, receipt handling rules, audit 
rules, and workflow), and other Concur Detect-related queries. Expected response 
time by the CSS is within 24-48 hours. 

Section 7:  Product Versions 

Concur Detect is supported by both Standard and Professional Edition Concur Travel 
and Expense. Both versions will receive best-practice Concur Detect configuration 
during implementation.  

☼ 
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